Wednesday Results

Agility:
High In Trial: #24105 — MACH3 Boone’s Nanuk Of The North MXG MKC NJP XF

Conformation:
Puppy Dog 6-9 Month
1—#41—Unicornhill Crime Scene
2—#27—Snowmyst’s No Regrets
3—#21—Kalara N Pachodi’s All Fired Up!
4—#31—Koba’s Snowfall The Dragons Diamonds

Absent: None

Puppy Dog 9-12 Month
1—#43—Fusion’s American Dream
2—#45—Milky Way M.K. Galaxy Quest
3—#51—Corizma’s That’s What Friends R For
4—#61—Trillium Blue’s Sweetgrass Solitary Reign

Absent: #53

Puppy Dog 12-18 Month
1—#75—Echoing Wind’s Bauer Hawkey
2—#83—Karnovanda’s Karhu
3—#91—Bralin’s The One True King Of Highlander
4—#71—Mirego’s I Don’t Dress Off The Rack

Absent: #85

Amateur Owner Handler Dogs
1—#97—Tracey’s Starry Story Night
2—#99—Sequin’s Quick As Kwick Can B

Absent: None

Puppy Bitch 6-9 Month
1—#28—Serenade’s Midnight Dreamer
2—#34—Kalara N Fusion’s Dreamin’ Symmetry
3—#22—Kalara’s Dream A Little Dream
4—#60—Kalara’s What Dream May Come

Absent: #16, 20, 38

Puppy Bitch 9-12 Month
1—#76—Snoebear’s Shades Of Winter
2—#66—Coulair’s Who Tells Your Story
3—#62—Topaz Mayhem Like Me
4—#70—Topaz Light My Fire

Absent: #74

Puppy Bitch 12-18 Month
1—#88—Snoebear’s Emma Frost
2—#100—Myla Ashima Of Oshvah
3—#102—Kristan’s Northern Jewel
4—#94—Kayenta’s Extraordinary Luck

Absent: None

Amateur Owner Handler Bitches
1—#108—Snowmyst’s J’Espere
2—#106—Ziemabora’s Windchill Advisory

Absent: None

4-6 Month Beginner Puppy:
Best 4-6 Month Beginner Puppy: #8

Best of Opposite Sex to Best 4-6 Month Beginner Puppy: #15

Sled Dog Sweepstakes:
Sled Dog (Non-Degree) Dogs
1—#317—GCH CH Snowfire’s Holier Than Thou
2—#199—Amarok’s Boy Wonder
3—#353—Ninkasi’s Back To The Future

Absent: None

Sled Dog (SD-Degree) Dogs
1—#201—Ch Kimlan’s Starship Trooper SD
2—#203—GCH CH Ninkasi’s It’s Only Logical
3—#303—Ch Touchmenot’s Land Grant Rebellion

Absent: None

Announcements

Bathing
If you are washing a dog, please be courteous. Do NOT bring the wet dog by the vendors and let them shake their wet bodies!

Important Information About Best of Breed Judging
On Saturday, October 20, 2018, at 8:30 AM, ALL dogs and bitches entered in Best of Breed Competition (including First Place winners of the Veteran and Sled Dog Classes and Winners Dog and Winners Bitch) are to report in catalog order to Ring 1 for class check-in, as per AKC Rules.

After class check-in, it is the judge’s plan to break the class into groups for individual examination and gaiting. The class will initially be divided by sex, with the judge first working with the dogs and then with the bitches. The entrants will be placed into groups, for the most part, based on catalog order.

To shorten the group creation process on Saturday, exhibitors are requested to report absences and/or discuss potential ring conflicts with Ring Stewards Julia Rylander, Delbert Thacker, or Richard Wee before noon on Friday (10/19/2018). Groups will be posted after class check-in on Saturday. Thank you for your help, and Good Luck to all!

Emergency Vet Phone Number was incorrect. It is 630-584-7447
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Events Happening Thursday:
Check out these events happening today. Note that some of these events required advance registration to participate!

Breakfast Hospitality from 7:00-9:00 a.m. in the Augusta Room (Golf Wing)

Obedience at 8:30 a.m. in Ring 2 in Mega Center

Conformation (Bitches) at 9:00 a.m. in Ring 1 in Mega Center

Conformation (Dogs) at 1:00 p.m. in Ring 1 in Mega Center

Pulling Aptitude Test from 10-12 pm outside Mega Center

Stuffed Husky Judging after Open Dog

Annual Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in New Orleans Room

Hospitality at 9:00 p.m. in the Augusta Room (Golf Wing) (after Annual Meeting)
# Rally Advanced A:
Absent: None

# Rally Advanced B:
1—#R44—100 (1:18.85)—Tshaj’s Girl On Fire Of The Midnight Sun CD FCD BN RN
2—#R50—99 (1:30.71)—Tshaj’s Sma-Magic Razz Me Tazz QX RE OA NAJ OF
3—#R47—96 (1:30.47)—Frostyn CD RA AX AJK OF THD GDC
4—#R46—95 (1:25.25)—Lizya’s Next Edition RN TKN

Remaining Scores: None

# Rally Excellent A:
1—#R39—95 (2:59.59)—Got-To-Howl’s Shameess Spirit RA GSC BN RN
2—#R40—70 (3:44.88)—Akio Iriussui RA CA ACTI RATO GSCA TKE

Remaining Scores: None

# Rally Excellent B:
1—#R47—100 (1:43.04)—Frostyn CD RA AX AJK OF THD GDC
2—#R48—97 (1:44.21)—Sterling Blue Comet BN RE AXP AJP NF SZN SIN SBN THDA
3—#R50—95 (1:48.28)—Tshaj’s Sma-Magic Razz Me Tazz QX RE OA NAJ OF

Remaining Scores: None

# Rally Novice A:
1—#R12—100 (56.63)–GCH CH Kimtuck’s Triple Play At Komopok
2—#R6—97 (48.80)—Got-To-Howl’s Satinka
3—#R14—96 (57.29)—Yukon Wind’s Trav’lin’ Man
4—#R8—90 (1:35.97)—CH Unicorns Hill Faolan Over Limit

Remaining Scores: None

# Rally Novice B:
1—#R4—99 (1:35.27)—Golden Sun
2—#R7—88 (1:17.56)—Husky Club
3—#R9—79 (2:22.61)

# Rally Intermediate:
1—#R31—100 (1:01.81)—GCHS CH Northern Light’s Shimmering Moonlodge BN RN
2—#R23—100 (1:19.16)—Snowquest’s Bocca Bear Hug RN
3—#R25—99 (19)—CH Whispering Pine’s Diamonds & Forever FCD BN RN
4—#R26—99 (1:33.35)—GCH CH Whispering Pines Lady Justice Of Evenstar BN RN & CH Whispering Pine’s Diamonds R Forever FCD BN RN &


Remaining Scores: None

# Barn Hunt:
22 Siberians entered the Barn Hunt trials on Monday, including at least one in every level! The special High In Class Siberian ribbons were awarded to the following:

Novice 1—Trooper—Jan Haring
Novice 2—Trooper—Jan Haring

Open—Not awarded

Open 2—Cagney—Laura Anderson
Senior 1—Aspen—Donna Richardson
Senior 2—Aspen—Donna Richardson
Master 1—Sierra—Monique Engemann
Master 2—Not awarded

Crazy 8s—Sierra—Monique Engemann

Hello Everyone, Anyone with a veteran at the National this is for you!

We are looking for Veteran Siberian Huskies (only Veterans!) on Friday from 1:00-1:15PM (right after you are done showing) to participate in a FREE eye exam as healthy dogs/bitches for an AKC-funded glaucoma study being conducted by the University of Wisconsin Veterinary Ophthalmology Service. We will collect DNA using ONLY saliva swabs and will conduct a quick eye exam performed by a board-certified veterinary ophthalmologist.

Official CERFs for veterans can be performed upon request (and will be done for FREE) and will require dilating eye drops.

We need your help to improve the health of the breed and greatly appreciate you and your dog’s time!!!

Times: Friday, 10:00 – 1:15 PM, Drop in any time with your veteran
Location: Skyscrapers above the ring
Cost: FREE

If you would like a reserved table at the Saturday night banquet, you must submit your list of 10 paid names to Stephanie Barnhill or be subject to a fine. Judging will take place Thursday after the conclusion of live dog judging.

Voting for your favorite will be allowed with all the votes being entered into a raffle for an AMZA wolf Triptych (standard raffle ticket rates apply). Classes: Bred By Exhibitor, American Bred, Open, Veteran, Breeder, and Bread Bitch. $20.00 per entry, see Show Secretary Joanne Barnes for entry forms and copies of the Standard and the Rules. Additionally, there will be a silent auction for a very special entry in need of a new home.

Funds help finance the specialty. Come bid, come vote!!! There is not a bad choice among THESE candidates! No Stuffed Husky? No problem! Several of the vendors will be happy to transfer ownership of a pup or two in time to enter!!